Helsinki 14.3.2018

To: Nominated referees and their Association
The Latvian Floorball Union

Cc: IFF RC, IFF Competition

Men’s U19 3-Nations tournament in Latvia, on 27th to 29th of April 2018

The IFF Referee Committee has nominated the following referee pairs to referee the Men’s U19 3-Nations matches in Latvia from 27th to 29th of April 2018.

Andrew Lewis / Anssi Silvo FIN
Martins Gross / Martins Larinovs LAT

The organizer, the Latvian Floorball Union, is responsible of organizing the daily allowances, travel and board & lodging for the referees. The contact person is Ms. Dace Grizane.

Kindest regards

International Floorball Federation
Referee Committee

Veli Halonen b.d